
02122: "a month with some periods in which I could really have regular nights of 

sleep despite all the working late and traveling and now sleeping of mistaking my 

girlfriend for a blond girl and recurrently dreaming about the possible upcoming 

interview for a new job with my old english colleague but also dreaming of a 

suicide and several dreams inspired by the textures of the virtual environment i 

intend to create beside also the show room i am actually building and still 

feeling quite shocked about having myrthe's bag stolen with my camera and getting 

all the rumanian gypsies i see in town quite much disturbing my psyche and feeling 

also inspired by the places i have recently visited like karlstad reminding me of 

asiago but also the last visit to my parents who got me quite frustrated with 

their cars and sick dog"

16062: "beginning of the spring with sun picking up august in his island and then 

spending a wonderful weekend by bike even daring to camp out in the ocean despite 

the minus temperature at night which got ice on the tent but then finding a much 

worst weather and quite rainy on the west coast of stockholm where i went for a 

course till finally getting again quite some nice weather and a very sunny easter 

spent first with august biking to a movie theater and then with myrthe also 

walking  in  stockholm  and  biking  along  the  water  to  a  very  beautiful  little 

mountain from where to appreciate the super blue sky and sun even taking out our 

shirts"

18058: "not so much wind from the beginning experiencing first from the beginning 

biking with august in the nice weather and spending a weekend camping but then 

getting back to work and not really experiencing much wind till at last going to 

visit my parents in italy and experiencing quite some wind walking along a little 

lake with my sister and her daughter and lastly coming back to sweden and again 

spending quite some time with august for winter holiday this time also biking and 

feeling much wind also later spending the rest of the holiday here in sweden with 

myrthe feeling the wind during our walk with åsmund to a rose garden"

03067: "a month of songs started in utrecht with the bells of the ancient bellfry 

still  playing  songs  and  later  continued  in  a  family  reunion  in  maastricht 

listening to myrthe's mother singing songs to little pepjn and also to his toys as 

the toys i used to listen from my son with who i spent several weekends still 

getting to hear myrthe singing also while videoconferencing but also hearing songs 

while in the swimming pool with august and having to memorize them as i could not 

write them on my phone in the water and then listening to myrthe again singing in 

utrecht and making me listen to several musical and pop songs i first thought 

cheesy but then got in my head and also playing more serious and existential songs 

like those of the pearl jams with jacek in his apartment with a guitar till 

finally getting back to stockholm and spending time with august listening to the 

ice cream trucks now back with the spring and going later to italy listening to 

all the songs sung by little anna and back in sweden listening to both the songs 

heard by august watching cartoons like family guy but also in the cinema together 

till at last getting all the songs sung by myrthe on her visit here"



05061: "quite a lot of walking with the starting of a nice spring combined from the 

beginning with allot of biking to small forests that i explored on foot or to a 

camping site down in jarna with august but also taking a few walks in the 

peaceful karlstad where i had a course and then in vicenza where i visited my 

parents and particularly enjoyed wandering on the hills of monteviale where i once 

was painting for a whole summer walking also with francesco to the monteberico 

sanctuary after a little run but walking also quite allot back in södertälje with 

august going all the way across town and to the north part which i have never 

explored but only to end up to a mall with a print shop to later find a nice way 

back through the cemetery and the forest and also walking in stockholm with myrthe 

and åsmund enjoying the nice spring weather and ending up in beautiful djursholm"

15051: "a quite clean spring here in södertälje but still getting quite some 

pollution in stockholm when walking there and instead getting allot of fresh air 

in the small city of karlstad where i went for a course to later go to vicenza to 

my parents and inhaling allot of traffic there and also back in sweden with august 

trying to reach a print shop in the north of town with a big road filled with cars 

to cross but then only smelling occasionally the factories nearby with everything 

a bit shut and tranquil because of easter holidays despite however a road nearby 

my apartment where they putting new asphalt which i could breath through the open 

windows and some biking i did particularly to the university"

04051: "still feeling bad about myrthe not coming over but getting gradually 

better just having a slight melancholy within me and enjoying my time in italy 

taking walks in the nature but still feeling bad about distant relationships till 

at last i got settle with it and accepted my lonely life with occasional time to 

share with august and myrthe and concentrate with my own work which gave me quite 

some satisfactions feeling rather euphoric about the show-room i am building in my 

apartment  despite  also  being  rejected  to  the  university  of  the  arts  where  i 

applyed in the moment of deep crisis with academia but now feeling most relieved 

with my new supervisor and the possibility to switch to ethnography"

14082: "a summer month spent with myrthe mostly in the netherlands working and 

being quite affected but all our love making and thus getting many ideas in this 

respect but also still ideas related to flying and traveling and even of biking 

since with myrthe we did some nice excursion in the countryside"

14083: "a period initially spent in england attending a summer school and getting a 

few ideas related to that but also about all the walking i did there in the 

english landscape reaching nice medieval villages and latter again getting ideas 

related to flying and then with myrthe again biking in the netherlands but at last 

getting many ideas related to our staying at the beach at my parents place in 

italy"

11087: "trash mostly picked first while in the netherland walking alone and with



myrthe around utrecht and also during a sunny day spent alone in rotterdam where i 

also picked small and nice casino cards and then picking after christmas in italy 

walking however mostly in nature or historical sites despite a day in the city of 

brescia but still being with myrthe and jacek and not really picking much"

11088: "still some trash picked during my christmas holiday in italy like during a  

nice  visit  with  myrthe  to  the  beautiful  city  of  verona  but  mostly  trash 

collected walking in sweden both in sötertälje and in stockholm where some snow 

has also fallen making the sidewalk really dirty and latter trash collected in the 

southern city of malmö that had no snow but allot of wind throwing all the trash 

around and collecting there quite much trash during my exploration of the little 

and gray city"

11089: "trash initially collected while in the netherlands walking mostly alone 

around utrecht and even in maastricht but lastly collecting most of the trash in 

sweden  and  in  particular  walking  occasionally  through  the  little  downtown  of 

södertälje  despite  still  some  occasional  snow  on  the  sidewalk  and  quite  bad 

weather"

01124:  "a  month  spent  working  really  hard  on  my  project  now  that  my  new 

supervisor stina is in favor of it and thus pushing quite much to construct my 

show-room making several times too many activities over the maximum amount i use 

for  my  layout  and  also  while  visiting  my  parents  photographing  way  too  many 

activities because of the many keys and doors to lock in their rich house house 

but also biking allot and doing allot of activities outdoor especially during the 

easter vacation with august with whom i also kept up working on my show-room and 

doing allot of purchases for it but then going down in activities with myrthe 

coming over and also concentrating on the construction of my virtual environment 

which wanted me mostly seated and in front of my computer but nonetheless also 

doing quite many activities at the university having to use my card to activate 

the printer and certainly increasing my activities also with the smart phone i got 

from my mother with which i now communicate to myrthe"

06035: "not so much running because of allot of biking but nonetheless going 

quite  regularly  out  with  the  nice  spring  weather  to  the  little  park  in  the 

neighborhood and going also a few times in the evening with the days getting 

longer or right before a one lecture i gave and thus having to hurry but also 

feeling my legs tired for the training done at the gym and later feeling observed 

by a family with their kid enjoying the nice weather and when it got colder by a 

group of young arabs after i worked all day seated on my virtual game and feeling 

then still rather strong"

12083: ”news read regularly and now getting quite redundant information about 

casualties in syria and other muslims countries such as nigeria but also with an 

escalating amount of deaths in the pro-russian parts of ukraine and again deaths 

caused by natural calamities in the states”



17042: "still not sure where i recorded these clouds but likely still while in 

the states walking with my kid and detecting here some nudities and a few cowboys 

with the figure of the horse coming back as well as other animals but also laptops 

which might indicate my psychological state then and makes me suspect that i could 

have already got back to sweden"




